
 

 
Budget and Policy Analyst III #01977 
City of Virginia Beach – Job Description 
Date of Last Revision: 07-01-2022 

FLSA Status:  Exempt Pay Plan:  Administrative Grade:  13 
 
City of Virginia Beach Organizational Mission & Values 
The City of Virginia Beach exists to enhance the economic, educational, social and physical quality of the 
community and provide sustainable municipal services which are valued by its citizens. The City of 
Virginia Beach organization is based upon a belief in the democratic process of government. This belief 
provides meaningful ways for citizens, reflecting the diversity of our City, to contribute to the development 
of public policy. This process is enhanced by organizational values which guide member performance 
within the Virginia Beach Quality Service System. These Values define our desired organizational culture.  
We value quality customer service; teamwork; leadership and learning; integrity; commitment; and 
inclusion and diversity. 
 
Class Summary 
Review and analyze program and financial requests for appropriateness and consistency with overall City 
priorities; prepare analysis and make recommendations for department funding levels for the Operating 
and the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) budgets; perform general and advanced research 
assignments and develop/negotiate resolutions for complex issues; prepare reports and 
recommendations for the City Manager, management groups, and departments; provide decision-support 
services to the City Manager and City Council; and serve as liaison to City mission teams. 
 
Representative Work Functions and Responsibilities 
Review, analyze and evaluate Operating & CIP budget requests, appropriations, and adjustments to 
determine availability of funds and impacts of requests on the budget and City-wide fiscal and service 
goals and priorities; and assist in public hearings on the CIP and Operating budgets. 
 
Serve as primary analyst for assigned departments to assist with the preparation and administration of 
their annual budgets. 
 
Responsible for monitoring and analyzing complex problems and may advise other analysts of methods 
and procedures. 
 
Conduct in-depth and advanced research to compile information on the organization, work units, costs of 
services, costs of programs, and formulate in-depth reports on City-wide operations, policies and 
finances; and prepare and assemble in-depth reports, charts, and graphs on statistical and fiscal data for 
use in budget justification and presentations. 
 
Review reports and recommendations of departments and effectively recommend approval or disapproval 
based on independent analysis. 
 
Assist in establishing and maintaining budgetary controls over funds appropriated. 
 
Facilitate effective group interactions to achieve consensus and apply advanced knowledge of the theory 
and practices of strategic planning and productivity analysis to develop strategies for major program or 
service needs of the City. 
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Responsible for effectively developing and recommending budget procedures and policies. 
  
May design and develop microcomputer-based budgetary system. 
 
Perform other job duties requiring skills, knowledge and physical requirements as demanded by those 
duties described or less. Individual assignments will be determined by the supervisor based on then 
current workloads and department needs. 
 
Performance Standards 
Assume responsibility for the collection, organization, and analysis of departmental budget information 
and prepare preliminary and final budget recommendations and status reports; assume responsibility for 
coordinating the collection, preparation, and any necessary revisions of departmental budgets, objectives, 
status reports, and data; comprehensively research special assignments/projects on sensitive and 
complex issues, identify, review, and interview sources, and prepare reports and recommendations; 
effectively prepare ordinances and fiscal impact statements for presentation to Council; serve as 
department representative and participate in meetings with other government offices, agencies, and 
groups; review departmental budget and (CIP) requests for accuracy and justification of personnel and 
resource allocations and effectively negotiate and communicate, both orally and in writing, with 
department officials and staff, management groups, and the executive staff; design and implement 
program and operations evaluations and special studies; perform required data collection and analysis; 
and prepare final reports and effective recommendations for review by Council, the executive staff and 
the public. 
 
Minimum Qualifications 
Bachelor’s degree in economics, urban affairs, public or business administration or related and six (6) 
years of experience utilizing the knowledge, skills, and abilities associated with such positions as 
management budget analyst I and II, public safety analyst, research analyst, or planner OR an equivalent 
combination of education (above high school level) and/or experience equivalent to ten (10) years in 
fields utilizing the knowledge, skills, and abilities associated with this position.  

Preferred Qualifications 
Master’s degree in a related field. 
 
Special Requirements 
All employees may be expected to work hours in excess of their normally scheduled hours in response to 
short-term department needs and/or City-wide emergencies. 
 
Knowledge-Skills-Abilities Required to Perform Satisfactorily 
A. Knowledge 

1. Knowledge of the principles and practices of public administration with particular reference to 
governmental budget and financial administration and of current research and statistical 
methods, procedures and techniques. 

2. Knowledge of or the ability to research the laws, rules and regulations governing the 
programmatic and fiscal activities of the City of Virginia Beach. 

3. Knowledge of citywide operations, specific departmental operations, and sources and 
contacts for information. 

4. Knowledge of computer hardware and software. 
5. Knowledge of federal and state mandates relevant to municipal operations and finance. 
6. Knowledge of organizational systems and processes and of program performance 

measurement systems and practices. 
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7. Knowledge of the principles of interpersonal and group relations and sensitivity to others in 
professional interactions. 

8. Knowledge of strategic planning principles and techniques, productivity analysis and survey 
methods and techniques. 

B. Skills 
1. Skill in preparing effective reports and recommendations and in designing document forms 

and formats. 
2. Skill in reviewing and interpreting data provided by departments, consultants, and outside 

agencies. 
3. Skill in applying quantitative and non-quantitative analytical and statistical techniques to 

municipal programs, budgets and issues. 
4. Skill in analyzing and interpreting statistical and financial program data. 
5. Skill in utilizing computer software, such as database management, spreadsheets, word 

processing and graphics packages. 
6. Skill in effectively interacting and communicating, both orally and in writing, with departmental 

officials, staff and management groups. 
7. Skill in applying comprehensive familiarity of citywide/departmental operations and sources of 

information. 
8. Skill in forecasting resource requirements, applying strategic planning techniques, conducting 

productivity analysis and design and implementation of surveys. 
C. Abilities 

1. Ability to exercise a high degree of initiative and judgment using only brief general direction to 
analyze highly complex issues/problems. 

2. Ability to apply current research and statistical methods to formulate effective 
recommendations, make presentations to department officials, Council, the public, and 
prepare any necessary working procedures. 

3. Ability to identify budgetary issues and trends, relate them to administrative goals and 
Council policies and report to supervisors. 

4. Ability to analyze, synthesize and make effective recommendations on technical reports, 
financial reports and statements, and complex administrative reports. 

5. Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with officials, fellow 
employees, employees of other departments, and achieve consensus through group 
processes. 

6. Ability to operate microcomputers. 
7. Ability to negotiate equitable solutions to financial and administrative problems. 
8. Ability to apply comprehensive familiarity with citywide/ departmental operations, identify 

sources and contacts for information and conduct in-depth searches for data not readily 
available. 

9. Ability to apply productivity analysis techniques, prepare and interpret financial reports and 
statements, develop and evaluate surveys, conduct program evaluations and develop 
strategic planning programs. 

 
Working Conditions 
Working conditions are intended to provide a general overview of the environmental conditions inherent in 
the job setting, as well as the physical, mental, and sensory requirements necessary to perform the 
essential functions of positions in the noted job title.  A more detailed description will be made available at 
the position (PCN) level both internally and externally with all posted open positions. 
 
NOTE: Per HR Policy 6.19, Americans with Disabilities, the City follows the requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in all hiring and employment decisions.  The City shall not 
discriminate on the basis of disability in its hiring and employment practices.  The City shall make 
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reasonable accommodations for the known physical or mental limitations of a qualified applicant or 
employee with a disability upon request unless the accommodation would cause an undue hardship on 
the operation of the City’s business. 
 


